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1.	 Secations of a Monetary Oirculation.

Though , the main body of any analysis consists in relatians

between terms that themselves are defined by relations, initially

it is necessary to assume or describe some objects or points of

reference. Here this preliminary work of assumption and description

will consist in marking off sections of a monetary circulation,

but we would note at once



10. Price and Process Indices. 	 To indicate correlations between

accelerations of the monetary circuits and accelerations of the

productive process, it is necessary to introduce price and process

indices. The present section is a summary presentation of some

fundamental dufinitions.

When any quantity, q i , of any object, i, is exchanged for

.any quantity, q j , of any object, j, then it is always possible

to determine a ratio, p ij , such that

qi = q iPii
	

(19)

In any such case, pij is the price per unit of the object, j,

and this price is measured in units of the object, i.

Transformations from prices measured in one unit to prices

measured in another unit are ruled by the equations,

PliPii
	 1	 (20 )

p
ij
p
jk
	 Pik
	

( 21 )

as may be shewn ruadily by writing down the definitions of p ji ,

p jk , pik, on tha analogy of equation (19), and then eliminating

in two ways the terms, q i , q j , qk .

C
	 Money is a medium of exchange and a common measure of prices.

A medium of exchange is any object, from Homeric hides through

pieces of eight to digits in a banker's ledger, which under given

historical conditions regularly appears as at least one term of

the vast majority of exchanges. A common measure of prices is

had when all prices are expressed in units of the same object.

With respect to equations (20) and (21), if the object, 1,

is money and if the objects, j and k, are different and not money,  
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then by equation (20) the price of the object, j, in monetary units

is the reciprocal of the price of money in units of the object, j;

further by equation (21) the price of the object, k, in units of

the object, j, is equal to the monetary price of the object, k,

divided by the monetary price of the object, j.

Prices measured in non—monetary units will be termed real

prices; they are to be understood whenever a price is denoted by

using a double suffix. On the other hand, it is superfluous to
money in

have a suffix to denote/monetary prices, which henceforth will

be defined by the equation,

mi =	 piqi	 (22)

where qi units of any object, i, are exchanged for m i units of

money, so that the monetary price of the object, 1, is p i . Then,

the price of money in units of the object, i, is the reciprocal,

lip i ; and the price of the unit of the object, j, in units of the

object, i, is the quotient of the two monetary prices, pj/pi, so

that equation (21) becomes

PiPij = P j 	(23)

where pij is a real price and both p i and p j are monetary prices.

As appears from equation (23), the real price, p i j , determines

no more than a ratio between the monetary prices, p i and p j .

Hence monetary prices may all change while real prices remain

unchanged; further a change of monetary prices may have two

components, a change of real prices and a further change of monetary

prices. In this case the second component, and in the former case

the total change, is a change in the price of money. Inflation is

a fall, deflation is a rise in the price of money. 
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The consistency of prices is the consistency of equations

representing simultaneous exchanges in the same economy. if prices

are consistent, it is impossible to obtain directly or indirectly

from simultaneous exchange equations two different prices, say p i

and pi, for the same object, i. Now the consistency of prices

may be postulated by taking it as a definition of the object, i,

so that any apparent inconsistency is attributed to the presence

in the exchange of some further object, j. Then, in reality pi

becomes a mistaken expression for two prices, namely, (p i ± pp.
The price, p i , of the latent object, j, may be the price of special

services, of more agreeable circumstances, of pride of purse; it

may be the price of information, of the use of agents, of trans-

portation; it may be the dipprice of exceptional initiative, of

foresight, of knowledge, of great acumen; or negatively it may be

the price of lack of foresight, lack of initiative, of ignorance,

of gullibility. Generically one may say that p i is the price of

a lack of consistency, but it is always possible in any particular

case to give a specific content to this generic interpretation;

otherwise it would be impossible to account for the difference in

prices, and it would be meaningless to assert that prices tend to

be consistent.

The latter view, that prices tend to be uniform throughout the

economy though actually they never attain uniformity, is the more

common one. It offers the advantage that the analysis of exchange

is not loaded with latent objects and so in practical discussions

it is a preferable mode of statement. The foregoing statement,
yelterail!y anti

however, has the theoretical advantage of greaterA simplicity; and

it is presupposed by the affirmation of a tendency to uniformity

which is no more than a tendency to reduce latent prices to a minimum.

•
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If prices are consistent, the price of money is consistent.

It follows that there is one price of money for the whole economy,

and that inflation and deflation are variations in this one price

and so affect all DirAces, monetary prices in like manner.

To define price and process indices, let DZ be any definite

rate of payment, which in a first interval is DZ i andnin a second

interval is DZ j , where D2Z j is the excess of the latter over the

former. Let z be any object sold in either of these two intervals

and paid for in the rate, DZ. Let p z be the price, qz the quantity

	sold in the fitst interval; and let (p
z 	dp i ) be the price and

(qz 4 dqz ) be the quantity sold in the second interval. Thus,
w‘tf,

summing all instances of z, one haS

DZ = :E: 
DZ -Z .(24)

	

DZi = 	  (pz	 dpz)(qz 4 dqz )	 (25)

	

702Z =	 = 22: (p dq 4 q dp e dp dq )	 (26)z  	 z 

Let the price indices and process indices of the two intervals

be Pi , P j , DQI , DQ j , and let the definitions of these indiees

be the solution of the equations

0

0

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

PiDQi = DZi

P DQ = DZ,

Fi = P i a DPj

DQ j = DQi * D2Qj

DQiDI/ j 	122 qzdpz

PiD2Q j =	 Pzdqz



where, in gent,ral, the last two equations must be mere approximations.

It follows that the definitions of the indices are in themsetves

no more than approximations. The reason is not difficulty of obtaining

information about pz , dpz , qz , dqz , nor the fact that the prices may

have to be averaged, though both those difficulties also exist.

None the less even with perfect information and no averaging, the

definitions of the indices remain approximate, unless the four sums of

pzqz , pzdqz , qzdpz , dpzdqz happen to be a fourfold proportion; for

in fact these four sums are by the defining equations made equal

to PiDQ11	DyPi, DPiD2Qi , which are a fourfold proportion;

but there is no ground to expect that the four summations will also

be in proportion. Hence equations (31) and (32) are only approximate

and so the definitions are approximate.

Though for six unknowns there are the six equations (27) to (32)

still the fourfold proportion introduces a condition of consistency

and so leaves an infinity of solutions possible. Hence solution

is by introducing any arbitrary base, say 100, as the value of Pi .

This determines DQi by (27); thence follow approximate determinations

of DP, and D2Qj by (31) and (32), and of P is and DQ, by (29) and (30);

a check and adjustment of P j and	 follows by (28).

The significance of the indices is that it provides a differ-

entiation between increments in prices and increments in quantities

sold as the rate of payment moves from DZi in one interval to DZ j

in the next. The corrected value of DP j indicates the price incre-

ment, and that of D2Qj indicates the quantity increment.

Thus, the condition that an increment in the rate of payment



is accompanied by a proportionate increment in quantities sold is

that DP is zero; on the other hand, the greater is DP, the greater

is the inertia of the process of goods and services against circuit

accelerations.

The process indices disregard all process change that has no

aggregate quantitative manifestation. Increments in one quantity

may cancel against increments in other quantities when the two

sets are of opposite sign. Similarly, changes in quality do not

appear in the indices when the emergence of the new is balanced by

disappearance of the old. Hence D2Q is an increment per interval

in the aggregate of price-weighted quantities.

0 3



11. Systematic Costs and Profits. 	 Price and process indices

provide a method of denoting the concomitance or divergence of

the productive process and the monetary circulation. It is now

necessary to consider the inter-action of the two and, to begin,

it will be well to consider certain general phenomena of parti-

cular importance in a "capitalist" economy.

Systematic costs and profits are costs and profits in much

the same sense as forced savings are savings, that is, they bear

an important relation to costs and profits in individual units of

enterprise but they are variables not of any individual unit but

of the total situation in any exchange economy. Thus by systematic

costs and profits are meant neither the costs and profits of the

accountant nor again the windfall profits and losses of the equi-

librium analyst. For the accountant costs and profits are a

division of payments made with a relation to payments received.

For the equilibrium analyst windfall profits and losses are

accidental variations in the distribution of the receipts of

industry and commerce. On the other hand, systematic costs and

profits are a division of aggregate initial payments to factors

of production, and the division is based upon the tendency of

the products to effect an acceleration of the total economy.

The significance of this division is that the resultant acceleration

tends to al reduce and in the limit to reduce to zero whatever

systematic profits may have existed.

The aggregate of initial payments in any interval is the sum

(DOI 4. DO") which is identical with total income (DV 4 DI").

Systematic profits are defined as K.DO" where K has any value in



the range 0 to 1 inclusively, and is defined as the fraction of

surplus initial payments made with respect to surplus products

which are supplied not to replace or maintain worn out or obsoles-

cent equipment but are increasing the capacity and etificiency of

old units of enterprise or fitting out new units.

Now systematic profits have a twofold significance. First,

with regard to the monetary circuits, it is plain that to maintain

rates of payment at their acquired levels total income has to be

spent either in itself or in its equivalent: were DE' 	 DE" to

drop permanently behind DO' • DO", there would result a continuous

contraction of the ppeo circulatory process until it was reduced

to zero. However, it makes a notable difference whether total

income is being spent for basic products and the maintgance and

replacement of capital equipment or, on the other hand, there is

over and above that expenditure an element, K.DO", which purchases

additional capital equipment. To begin, there is the psychological

difference: in the former case people are merely making a living;

not matter how high their standard of living may be already and

no matter how much they are adding to it, still they are adding

only to their enjoyment and not to their ownership of industrial

and commercial wealth sources of wealth; this runs counter to

current ideas on the "successful man" who can emerge only when

there is in income an element, K.DO", which ministers to the

increase not only of living standards but as well, over and above

all increase of living standards, to the increase of ownership of

means of production. Besides this psychological difference, there

is a monetary difference: K.DO" yields an equal K.DI"; now there is

no necessity that the recipients of K.DI" should also be the

' 



spenders of K.DI"; the continuity of the circuits at their acquired

levels is assured as long as DD" remains zero, so that the recipients

of K.DI" may devote this part of their income to the purchase of

redistributive goods, to real estate or stocks and securities, to

augment their flnaneial prestige or to increase their financial

power, as long as this subtraction from the circuits is balanced

by an equal and opposite movement from the investment market to

the purchase of surplus goods and services.

Besides the psychological and the monetary significance of

systematic profits, there is also a real significance. The products

generating systematic profits fit out new firms and expand old

firms. In so far as this constitutes a net increment of capital

equipment, by over-balancing the effects of the current rate of

liquidation of units of enterprise, the productive process tends

to accelerate in long-term style. In so far as the net increment

occurs in surplus units, the surplus stage is due for acceleration

immediately and the basic stage is due for a still greater acceler-

ation ultimately. In so far as the net increment occurs in basic

units, the basic stage is due immediately for an acceleration.

However, these real effects of systematic profits have a

repercussion on systematic profits themselves, In the long run,

as has been shown, the acceleration of the productive process

involves a decrease of K as the portion of surplus activity devoted

to maintenance and replacement increases with increasing capital

aluxt431311-t-lie-erildes"\-tlilta'ioQ4iriff\-ethe.trl--ther1.-1-tunetetErto
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equipment. However the movement towards this ultimate position

is full of interest. Let H be the ratio of systematic profits

to total income, so that

H u K.DO"/(DO' 4. DO")

or

H/K	 DO"/(DO' 4. DO")	 (33)

If now we follow through the emergence and development of a

long-term acceleration, we find a first period in which H is

increasing, a second period in which H is decreasing, and a

third period in which H is zero. As the long-term acceleration

begins, DO' is constant but both K and DO" are increasing;

H increases as does the product of K and DO" in the numerator

with a slight drag because of the presence of DO" in the

denominator. Further, this first period lasts as long as DO"

is increasing more rapidly than DOI, that is, as long as the

efforts of the surplus stage are more on equipping the surplus

than the basic stage of the process; for then H is still increasing

though less and less rapidly as DO' approaches the rate of

acceleration of DO".. However, every increment in the surplus
at least

stage stands/point-to-line to increments in the basic stage

and unless the expansion of the surplus stage is mere blundering,,

sooner or later DO' will begin to increase more rapidly than DO"

while at best K is constant. Then H begins to decrease, and the

more successful the expansion of the basic stage, the more rapid

the rate of decrease. Finally, K begins to decrease, as the surplus

stage bast] to devote more of its efforts to more maintenance and

replacement and if the long-term acceleration works itself out

K returns to zero and H has to reach zero ahead of K.

0 3



The single condition to this movement (if we abstract from

the favourable balance of foreign trade and from deficit govern-

ment spending, which will be discussed later) is that there does

not supervene a rate of liquidation of old or new firms to elimi-

nate from systematic profits their tendency to accelerate the

productive process. Thus there is possible a dynamic situation

in which the surplus stage of the process is yielding capital

equipment that generates systematic profits but not yielding

an aggregate increment of consumer goods that reduces the ratio

of systematic profits to total income. This situation is most

easily verified in an industrial revolution that is the work of

"new" men: because an industrial revolution is in process, the

new capital equipment is simply displacing old equipment; because

the industrial revolution is the work of "new" men, the displacement

of old equipment occurs not as a cost of obsolescence on existing

firms but as fresh investment constituting the emergence of new

firms. On the other hand, the more industrial and commercial

enterprise is in the hands of vast corporations which by their

command of talent slid resources stand in a virtually impregnable

position, the less would seem the possibility of evading the

effects of variations in systematic profits by a concomitant

rate of liquidations.

Further, it may be noted that it would be absurd for the

gnat corporations to attempt to plan an elimination in the varia-

tions of the ratio of systematic profits. For while the planning

itself would be possible, perhaps, the objective of the planning

would be manifest stupidity: what would be planned would be a

steady flow of surplus products that did not yield their increment  

0
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in basic products; it would be a matter of devising better

machinery and more efficient organization, of effecting both,

and then of using them as though they were not better than what

already existed. It would be a planned economy in which the idea

of the plan was to effect a maximum change in the surplus stage

while keeping the basic stage in a relative status quo.
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10. The Cross-overs. 	The distinction between the two circuits

involves a cross-over from basic outlay to surplus income and from

surplus outlay to basic income. It has been argued that unless

these two cancel (DG = 0) the process is apt to be submitted

to an expansion of one circuit and ax a contraction of the other.

We have now to investigate the conditions of their cancelling.

Let all recipients of income, whether basic or surplus, be

divided into groups of n i members each. Let each member of the

same group receive approximately the same income per interval, o i ,

and devote the same proportion of income, g i , to expenditure at

the basic final market. In any later interval let the situation

have changed to the extent that in group, i, numbers have increased

by dni , income per interval by do i , and the proportion of income

devoted to basic expenditure by dg i . Then basic income per interval,

DI', and the increment of basic income per interval, D 2I 1 , may be

expressed as summations with respect to all instances of the groups, i.

DI' =	 gioini	 (16)

D2I' = :>:(gio idni 	oinidgi • nig ido i 4 gido idni

* oidnidgi 4 nidgidoi s dgidoidni)	 (17)

If DI' is visualized as a rectangular solid, then D 21' may be

visualized as the elements added to expand the rectangualar solid,

0 1	 three plates added to three faces, three bars added along three

edges, and a little cube added to the corner.

o,



To estimate the rulative importance of the various components

of D2 II one may note the following. As one passes from group to

group one finds that as o f increases, n i decreases and also g i .

decreases: the greater the income, the fewer that receive it and

the smaller the proportion of it spent on consumer goods and services.

With regard to the increments, dg i is always quite small since

it is a change in a proper fraction, dn i may be quite large as

employment increases of or decreases, and do i may be extremely

large amounting in the aggregate to billions of dollars as an

economy moves from the peak of a boom to a slump or from a slump

to an all-out war effort. Further, dg i is usually opposite in

sign to do i : savings increase somewhat more rapidly than aggregate

income; however in the highest income brackets changes in income

are apt to be cancelled by the opposite changes in dgi, while as

income decreases this tendency is more and more reduced until in

the lowest brackets the effect of sax increased rates of savings

may be small. Hence, for notable changes in basic income, one

has to llok look to the factors g io idn i and n igido i and, with
positive

respect to these two, one may discount/increments to income in
or can manage

groups which already are spending all they intend/to spend on

consumer goods and services.

Now the condition of cross-over equilibrium (DO = 0) may be

written from equation (11) in the form

DO'/DO" = (1 - G')/G'	 (16)

where

DI' = (1 - G')(DO' • DO") 	 (9)

Hence when the ratio, DOI/DO" is decreasing, G' has to increase,

and when DO'/ DO" is increasing, GI hasto decrease to satisfy the  

o,0 
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11. Trends. 	Trends are determinate relations between successive

intervals. Two types of trend are considered: process trends and

circulation trends. Both have the same 7eneral form, namely, on

certain suppositions with regard to intervals 1, 2, 3,... 1 9 j,...

n, the quantitative process of roods and services or the circulatory

process of payments and transfers behaves in such and such a fashion.

Nine classes are distinguished in each type of trend; names of the

classes and their definitions are to be had in the following table.

Process Trend: NI DQ"

Circulation Trend: DM' DM"

	

Level:	 0	 0

	

Basic Expansion: 	 +	 0

	

Surplus Expansion:	 0	 +

	

Compound Expansion: 	 +	 +

	

Basic Contraction:	 0

	

Surplus Contraction:	 0

Compound Contraction:

Basic Disequilibrium:

Surplus Disequilibrium:

IS

411.

Alm

0

Thus the nine process trends are defined according as process
0

indices DQ' and DQ" are zero, positive, or negative. Similarly,

jJ	 the nine circulation trends are defined according as circuit

increments in the quantity of money, DM' and DM", are zero,

positive, or negative. In each case the nine classes are

complete enumerations with respect to all possible values of
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two variables. If over a series of intervals, DQ' is zero and

DV is positive, the process trend is a surplus expansion. If

over a series of intervals, DM' is ne gative and ,DM" is positive,

the circulation trend is a basic disequilibrium.

To complete the definitions of the process trends, it is

necessary to specify the meaning of Dv and DQ". Let then DQ'

be defined by the rates of basic expenditure, DE1 and DES, in

any two successive intervals, i and j. Let DQ" be defined by

the rates of surplus expenditure, DE1 and DE1, in the same two

successive intervals. Wti With DEl, DE1, DE 11 , DE1 determinate

with respect to prices and quantities, calculation of DQ' and

DV proceeds as outlined in equations (83) to (91) in the preceding

section.

It is to be observed that process trends are merely functions

of aggregate weighted quantities sold at the basic and the surplus

final markets. Differences that do not avear in the process

indices do not affect the trend. Hence if one quantity increases

and another decreases proportionntely to the rt,spective weights,

indices which regard aggregates are unaffected. Accordingly any

amount of .jualitative change may be going on without any change

of trend. It follows that the process level differs enorTrusly

from the neo-classical stationary state. The latter is a pattern

of unchanging routines. But the process level, at least in

theory, is compatible with an industrial revolution moving along

in a strait jacket.

The circulation trends are functions of changes in the quantity

of money available in the basic and the surplus circuits. Their

general character may be deduced from the circuit equations.
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However, it will facilitate the course of such a deduction to

set down at once a few general theorems; a) there is.a concomi-

tance of variations in initial, transitional, and final payments

of uniformly svecified types; b) the rates of absorption, DA' and

DA", are no more than incidental adjustments; e) with D2S' at

zero ov,r a series of intervals, DS' may be positive, zero, or

negative over the same series of intervals; and the same holds

for D2S" and DS"; d) the difference between turnover differences

of transitional payments made and turnover differences of trans-

itional payments received is an adjustment factor; e) turnover

frequencies are resultant, and not initiating, factors of acceler-

ation.

First, there is a concomitance of variations in initial,

transitional, and final payments of uniformly specified types.

The ground of the concomitance lies in the deft , itions of the

terms: transitional payments are initial payments in a process

of double summation; final payments are initial payments at the

end of the double summation. Any one of the three may begin to

move out of step, but unless the others follow, then it has to

revert to its original level. There will be lags proportionate

to the production-and-sales period between different rates.

Transitional movements may change their route so as to involve

more or fewer transitional payments, aA so give greater or

less aggregates of transitional payments. But apart from inci-

dental xi differences of such a nature, variations are concomi-

tant. There can be no systematic divergence over a series of

intervals with one rate increasing and another zero constant

or decreasing.
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Secondly, the rates of absorption, DA' and DA", represent no

more than incidental adjustments. They were defined by the equations,

DA' = DI' + DD' - DE'

DA" = DI" + DD" - DE"

Now DI' and DI" represent money earned per interval; DE' and DE"

represent money spent per irterval; if DD' and DD" were defined as

the excess of moLeyspent and not earned over money earned and not

earned per interval, then DA' and DA" would always he zero. It is

desirable, however, to define Di)! and DD" in terms ms of savings,

and not to count as savings the money earned at the end of one

interval and spent at the beginning of the next. Thus, DA' and

DA" represent the excess of the carry-over from this interval

to the next over the carry-over from the previous to the present

interval. As such, they are not systematic factors in a trend

but incidental adjustments.

The third theorem follows immediately from definitions.

DS' is a turnover sum, D 2S' is a turnover difference. As long as

DS' is the some interval after interval, D 2S' will he zero. The

same holds for DS" and D2S".

The fourth theorem regards the significance of T , and T"

which are defined by the equations,

T , = D2t'	 D2T'

T" = D2t"	 D2T"

ays z	 : r n elY •
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WOW D2T and D2t do not refer to the same turnovers. This may

be seen by ins -necting the following equations and checking by

equations (24) and (36).

	D2T =	 5'7 dT ij 	=	 (Tij - T ij ,)
• i	 i	 1

= 2: (Tin - Ti0 ) (95)

where the constant, K, has been omitted and the limits result

from the fact that

dT il = Til	Tio
	

( 22)

On the other hand, since

dt	 = ti2 - til
	

( 32)

it follows that

D2t = 2 (t in , -	 t il )
	

(96)

where nt is written for (n 4 1) and K again is omitted. Hence

with respect to three successive intervals, D2R and D2T refer

to the last turnovers of the first and second, while D 2t, D20,

and D2S refer to the first turnovers of the second and third.

For turnovers, 0 and n, are the last turniw-rs of the first and

second intervals, while turnovers, 1 and (n	 1), are the first

turnovers of the second and'third intervals.

With re tard to T' and T", then, on the supposition of synchronized

turnovers and a constant acceleration, the difference between

turnover differences of transitional payments, D 2T and D2t,

will be always zero. Without synishronized turnovers but with

constant acceleration, T' and T" tend to zero as a statistical

average. Finally, in so far as the acceleration is changing,

T' and T" tend to some positive or negative quantity as statistical

averages. However, chanties of acceleration are incidental adjustments;

they are not trends but intensifications or reversals of trends.

•
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The fifth theorem is that changes in turnover frequency are

resJltant rather than initiating factors of acceleration. Granted

an acceleration is in progress, one may expect a greater efficiency

of production and sales to supervene and intensify the acceleration.

For with the acceleration in progress, opportunities to introduce

improvements multiply and selling as strong. On the other hand,

without an acceleration in progress, opportunities to introduce

improvements are restricted while the weakness of sales dIseeRpages

expensive-RealPleat4eRs prevents the greater efficiency in selling

necessary to convert shorter production periods into shorter

turnover periods. Finally, in a deceleration of the process one

may expect turnover frequencies to diminish; soles are falling;

and reduced rates of production prevent the most efficient use

of means of production.

To turn now to the circulation trends. It has been shewn

already that

DMA - DA'
	

D2R' s	 D2T'
	

(71 )

DM" - DA"
	

D2R" •	 D2T"
	

(72)

Since the two equations are similar, one may discuss their impli-

cations without distinguishing between basic (f) and surplus ( n )

rates. On the supposition that DM is positive over a series of

intervals, then, since DA is an incidental factor and since D2R

and D2T keep pace, it follows that both D 2R and D2T will be posi-

tive over the series of, intervals; again, if DM is negative, then

D2R and D2T will be both negative; and if DM is zero, then D 2R

and D2T will average zero.

The conclusions hold no matter what the reason for DM being

positive, zero, or negative. It may be any solution of the



equations defining DM' and DM", namely,

DM' = DS' 4. DD'	 DG

DM" = DS" 4 DD" - DO

and so an acceleration of the circulntion may be due to excess

transfers to supply, DS, to excess transfers to demand, DD, or to

a cross-over difference, DO. The relative importance of the

three in effecting accelerations of the circuit may be estimated

as follows. With DD 1 , DD", DG each at zero, entrepreneurs are

receiving back their aggregate outlays (including the payment of

profits to themselves). In such a situation, demand is neutral

and prices may be termed normal. On the other hand, with DD 1 ,

DD", DG above or below zero, there is a strengthening or weakening

of aggregate demand independently of supply; demand is not neutral

but asks for more or for less; and since this asking is independent

of supply, it can effect nothing but an upward or downward rnovemeht

of prices (unless it is very slight and met out of inventories).

Now the upward or downward movement of prices will stimulate at

once the whole series of speculative producers to increased or

decreased scales of operation and, in the main, such changes in

but to producers; they affect not DD' and DD" but DS , and DS".

It would seem that in general DM' and DM" depend on DS' and DS",

short-term loans; and short-term loans are made not to purchasers

redistributive function. In current practice chatv7es in the

quantity of money in the circuits are chanP:es in the volume of

the scale of operations involve excess transfers from or to the

while the role of DD', DD", DO is to act as stimulants to the

scale of op,rations of agents of supply.

C c
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By combining equations (65) and (93), (66) and (94), one

obtains the correlations of turnover differences in the form,

D2R'	 D2S'	 = D201 4 Tf
	 (#)

D2R" + D2 S"	 =	 D20" + T"	 (911)
ckr.eu.ssAct /love.

where TI and T" are adjustment factors trand-lap%.tows.rb.--ks...s

et-atitstelexalt-epreelageik. Since the equations are similar, the argu-

ment may disregard the distinction between basic (I) and surplus (").

With D2S at zero over a series of intervals, D2R and D20 tend to

be equal. But with D2S at zero, DS is constant interval by interval;

" ihowever this constant may be positive, zero, or negative; ho. el,tgl 

D2R and D20 tend to be equal w4tliGT whether increasing, averaging

zero or decreasing. Hence with D2 S at zero, according as DS is

positive, zero, or req.ative, one has D2R, D2T, D2, , and D2 0

similarly positive, averaging zero, or neqative. The circulation

is expanding, lofel l or contracting interval after interval.

Entrepreneurs are receiving back in final payments (and transitional

payment's) all that they are spending in initial payments (and

transitional payments); no matter how great the ap.gregate income

they are paying to themselves, it keeps coming back. To intensify

or reverse any such trend, DD', DD", DG may provide stimulation,

but, in the main, the work will be done by a positive or negative

D23 which effects a change in DS.

a	 t h	 eri.

Now Lt-6x/NI`t-euyaNixtep 7)3.11e-`410'

TI feAf-i.r st-^po,nt-\ton be...ezuls.idezefi../iv,tbeisost-Ntz..,the_ANar-rsysLin

d.iNtréNnaceli..9;,..D2RJ.,,

the,-4,1,,f\fax-ealaeL,be_t.weentte--

ll'eAk-t-tsHtt"t 1)ettClietczmi-rttr
emt

-nt.wmafgn-p-cS\brviuktfat

I	 1. hie61lowilag4
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So far the argument has dealt with turnover differences. One

now has to ask how do DO, DV , DO", DR" behave when with DA1 posi-

tive, zero, or negative interval by interval over a series of

intervals, D2R, D2T, D2t, D20 are similarly positive, averaging

zero, or negative. New Imnlediately one notes that DO and DR

are turnover sums and so vary either from variation in turnover

magnitude or from variation in turnover frequency; thus because

n 
DO' =	 1'ij1	 1 ( 46 )

DO , may be 7reater either because instances of il l are greater

or because there are more instances; and there may be more instances

of "j" from increasing turnover frequency, or more instances of

"i" because additional new units of enterprise exceed liquidated

units; and in the latter case the turnover frequency of the

additional units may raise or lower the existing average frequency

per unit of turnover manitude.

Blow with respect to change of turnover magnitudes, which

includes the excess, positive or negative, of new units of enter-

price over liquidated units, the utn turnover differences D2R,
D20, etc., give information only on the first and last turnovers

of each interval. However, we have a source of information with

g regard to intermediate turnovers fpem in the conclusion that,

in the main, DM' resulted from DS' and Dm" from DS". For DS'

and DS" are also turnover sums, double summations of mij, which

is the diffrence between payments made in the later turnover

and payments received in the

all turnovers. For DS to be

by interval over a series of

earlier turnover with respect to

positive, zero, or negative, interval

intervals, moans that the aggregate    

C 0



0

of turnover magnitudes during an interval are above, or at, or

below the average of the previous interval. Hence DV and DR',

DO" and DR", as far as turnover marttitudes are concerned, have

their trend determined as increasing, averarIing zero, or decreasing

according as DM' and DM" respectively are positive, zero, or

negative.

As to the change in turnover frequencies, the change in the

general average from the replacement of new firms by old firms

by new firms and the .
 emer7ence of additional new firms cannot be

determined generally. On the other hand, as argued previously,

there should seem to be a tendency for turnover frequency to

increase during an expansion but be hampered and decrease during

a contraction. However, the expansions have to be both process

and circulation expansions and, similarly, the contractions have

to hold in both orders; for turnover frequency is a matter of the

efficiency of both production and sales. In situations that are
nor

neither d:Duble expansions 0 double contractions the probabilities
of change in turnover frequency are less determinate: a circulation

level is less incompLltible with change
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Granted the existence of both demand and supply functions

valid wAth respect to concrete conditions, there remains the

qu„stion of solutions. Now no solution exists, there is no

exchange, no price, and the quantity sold is zero, if with respect

to any determinate quantity the most offered by the most eager

buyer is less than the least required by the most eager seller.

On the other hand, solutions exist if the most eager buyer
thah

offers more/or at least as much as the ibeagi most eager seller

requires. However, the postulate of consistent prices admits

only one solution; further, the same postulate requires the

elimination of the prices of all objects distinct from the objects

of the class, i, so that the one solution required by the pos-

tulate is a minimum price. But a minimum price is had
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eager buyer is greater than the least that 
the most eager seller

is ready to take. Further, on the postulate of consistent prices,
there will 

be only one solution or one common point to the two
functions. 

And as prices of ignorance, gullibility, etc., 
areeliminated, 

this solution lies in the region in which the least
eager buyer and the least 

eager seller come to terms and so in
the region in which the maximum 

quantity that can be sold is sold.

e The Nature of Prices. 	 Let the term, valuation, d
appreciation on an

	

	
enote any

y grounds of 
any object. Let a comparative

valuation denote a decision with respect to altern
two events	 atives: of

, A and B, only one is possible; 
the comparativevaluation is the decision, A is 

preferred to B. Let a marginal
comparative valuation denote a decision with respect to alter-

native quantities of alternative objects. The questioh is,
How many units of A 

and how many of B is preferable to any other
combination when the 

possible numbers, say x 
and y, are definedby the e.;uation

Axe By = C

(22)As appears from 
the foregoing account of supply and demand,

prices result from the marginal Comparative 
valuations of the

community. The demand and supply schedules are solutions of

equations (18) and (20) which correspond to equation (22):
M is the constant C, Ax is piqi

 on each of a series of hypotheses
regarding pi, and k is By
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